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The Innovation Game
by David L. Anderson
Which companies will likely be the next big supply chain innovators? North
American companies, such as Wal-Mart, Dell, Coca-Cola and Procter &
Gamble, were historically listed as the top global innovators and were emulated when companies looked to redesign their supply chain strategies.
However, Asian and European companies have recently proven that they are
ready to challenge these leaders. Zara, Honda and Ahold, to name a few, have
driven supply chain innovation to new heights and should be examined closely by anyone seeking the best and brightest supply chain ideas. Let’s take a
quick tour of these emerging innovators to see if they can truly claim the top
spots in the future.
Zara, a Spanish fashion retailer with more than 500 stores worldwide, has
broken away from the global apparel industry’s typical supply chain strategy by using local suppliers in place of Asian ones. By shortening product life
cycles and lead times to weeks instead of months, Zara can deliver a steady
stream of trendy, low-cost clothing to its young, fashion-driven consumers,
generating revenue and profit growth in excess of 20 percent in recent years.
Ever heard of the Fit, the Cube or the Cruz? Japanese subcompact car
buyers have watched Honda, Toyota and Nissan introduce several of these
niche “fashion cars” over the past few years. With production runs for each
model lasting only a year or so, the secret to these companies’ success is in
innovative supply chains. Japanese manufacturers have slashed overall vehicle development, parts acquisition and assembly times to months instead of
years, allowing them to quickly jump on new design trends and respond to
short-lived spikes in demand.
Ahold, a major European-based food retail, foodservice and eCommerce
company with global operations (including 1,600 Stop & Shop stores in the
US), has, like Dell Computer, eliminated the middlemen in the produce supply chain. It has moved out of produce auctions and distributor arrangements to deal directly with local farmers, providing them with yearly contracts (as well as some guaranteed income if the crop fails). Ahold also maximizes its shipment of fresh, shelf-ready produce to stores directly from the
fields, helping to utilize selling space more effectively and minimize backroom storage.
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the United States, Canada, France, India,
Japan, and Israel. With multiple locations
around the world, SAP Labs integrates
ideas and leading-edge technologies that
address the needs of specific industries and
geographic regions. For example, the development of applications for global trade was
conducted by the lab in Japan—where most
of the world’s largest trading houses are
located. Other, more global applications—
such as SCM solutions, are developed in
multiple locations around the world.
As the executive vice president for
development at SAP Labs, Heinz
Roggenkemper oversees all aspects of
operations at SAP Labs and reports directly to Dr. Hasso Plattner, co-chairman and
CEO of SAP AG and chairman and CEO of
SAP Labs. Heinz has been working at SAP
since 1982, when he joined the company as
a systems consultant. From 1986 to 1987 he
worked at SAP International in
Switzerland, followed by two years in the
United States as the first president of SAP
America. He returned to SAP headquarters
in Walldorf, Germany in 1990. There, his
responsibilities included the development
of application link enabling (ALE) and
Internet applications. Heinz moved back to
the United States and SAP Labs in January
1997. Heinz holds advanced degrees in
mathematics and philosophy from Freiburg
University, Germany.
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Will these upstarts become the future’s
top supply chain innovators? Only time will
tell. The success of these overseas companies does not mean that North American
companies will cease to rank among the
global leaders in supply chain design.
Kroger, Nucor and Saturn, among others,
are clear contenders. Wal-Mart, Dell, Coca-

Looking into the future, Heinz expects
the level of collaboration among companies
to further increase. Since many companies
are reaching the boundaries of optimizing
their direct field of influence—with their
immediate business partners—the only way
for them to continue and improve their performance will be through increased collaboration with their second and third tier partners, including suppliers, distributors,
retailers, end customers, and, to some
extent, their competitors. In an effort to
make these types of collaboration more
efficient, Heinz expects a transition from
more basic modes of communication, such
as phone, fax, or email, to automated platforms based on system-to-system integration, which will allow for a more structured
and faster collaboration and information
exchange and will only require very selective human intervention. Thus, companies
will be able to create a fast communication
network between multiple tiers of the supply chain. One advantage of such a communication network is that it creates standardization within the supply chain. For
example, a sales forecast can be shared
simultaneously with all levels of suppliers,
substantially reducing the uncertainties and
information distortion along the supply
chain, while improving the stability and
productivity of all the supply chain partners. It also improves the ability of companies to better react to customer orders in a
built-to-order environment. As an example,

Cola and P&G are working on a number of
new innovations to keep competitors up at
night. The new reality is that supply chain
professionals will have to increasingly
assess these and other emerging global
players when evaluating supply chain innovations, especially since these challengers
will be competing with them for worldwide
markets.

a car manufacturer that offers his customers
the option to determine the specifications
of their ordered cars, currently needs several weeks to build a car, most of them can be
attributed to time spent waiting for all the
required parts to reach the assembly factory. Faster communication with all tiers of
suppliers can substantially reduce this waiting time.
Relationship with the Forum:
SAP Labs has been a member of the Forum
since 1997. Heinz believes this membership is completely inline with the mission
of SAP Labs, since it helps them to be in
contact with thought leaders in supply
chain management from the university and
industry, to be exposed to emerging ideas,
and to explore new ways for collaboration.
Many of the speakers at the Forum events,
who present new ways for solving business
problems, create a learning opportunity for
SAP. Co-hosting the one-day seminar on
“Adaptive Supply Chain Networks for
Value Creation” is viewed by SAP Labs as
a great opportunity to share with a broad
range of people some of the new challenges
they have identified in the field of supply
chain management, as well as their proposed ideas and new technologies for
addressing these issues.
__________

We would like to thank Soeren Appenzeller,
Business Development Manager at SAP Labs, for
his contribution to this article.
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